ONE Discovery is the ONE Solution

Drastically Reduce Your Organization’s
eDiscovery Spend—
At the Source
eDiscovery is a $22 Billion
market. According to a
Rand study1 on eDiscovery
costs, 75% of those
expenses are directly
attributed to document
review - Eyes on review
spend is $16 billion
annually.

Demonstrably Lower Your
Organization’s Expenses with
ONE Discovery for In House
Teams:

How Much is Your Organization
Spending on eDiscovery?

■

Corporations overspend millions of
dollars when managing in house legal
operations on a case-by-case basis by
collecting, processing, and reviewing the
same relevant data in multiple matters.
Corporations are challenged to
provide adequate institutional
oversight because the speed and
volume of data grows exponentially.
Data will always outpace resources when
they are tasked with responding to
individual matters.

■

■

■

Deliver Proven Infrastructure &
Scalability: ONE Discovery scales
with you - lowers costs significantly and
improves response times by warehousing
high frequency custodial data.
Reduce Document Review Spend:
Rehydrate static coding decisions in
one case back into the master data
repository and apply them across all
cases with overlapping data.
Improve Accuracy & Consistency:
Reuse static coding decisions across all
cases with overlapping data. Reduce
inconsistent results when managing
matters reactively on a case-by-case basis.
Increase Response Times: Materially
improve response times by maintaining
load ready data repository and limiting
productions by excluding privileged
documents. What once took weeks and
months is completed in hours or days.

■

■

■

■

Lower Collection & Processing
Costs: Collect and process all high
frequency data one time, and eliminate
costs associated with reactively
collecting and processing the same data
for each matter.
Upgrade Security: Corporations retain
more control over documents, process,
and security using ONE Discovery onprem and in place solutions.
Identify High Risk Individuals and
Events: Understand security risks and
breach response preparedness.
ONE Discovery ROI: Save your
organization tens of millions of dollars
annually, support archiving and
compliance for regulated data, and
improve your data and egovernance
posture.

With the ONE Discovery Master
Repository, pool your organization’s
entire EDS corpus into a single index of
your most frequently-litigated custodians.

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_briefs/RB9650.html Pace, Nicholas M. and Laura Zakaras, The Cost of Producing Electronic Documents in
Civil Lawsuits: Can They Be Sharply Reduced Without Sacrificing Quality?. Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2012.
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ONE Discovery Success Case
CLIENT:
Multi-billion-dollar engineering company, News-Record top-20
ranked, with a global professional services organization that handles
complex infrastructure and development challenges.
BUSINESS CHALLENGE:
The client needed to import, sort, and index a large local server
that was a repository for multiple unrelated projects at the client’s
company. Server had over 8 TBs of data, in multiple formats
from emails, to spreadsheets, to image files, and other ‘office’
document formats. It was anticipated this 8TBs of data was going
to be needed for discovery in multiple pending matters. The
client needed a solution in which this data could be optimized to
allow for use in multiple matters, in a defensible fashion, and avoid
unnecessary re-processing.
SOLUTION:
Leveraging ONE Discovery allowed us to strategically build a master
index that could be searched by multiple legal teams. In addition,
the data was partitioned with our granular security features to
provide data security between case teams, isolated each team’s
work product from each other, while allowing them to repurpose
work product as needed. Sub databases were created for multiple
matters, but the data was stored and processed only once. The
overall savings to the client was in excess of $4 million.

The ONE Discovery
Toolset Delivers for
Your Organization
With ONE Discovery’s powerful endto-end platform and our single-instance
storage architecture, an organization
can process hundreds of TBs into one
load-ready repository. From smart
data, storage protocols, and automated
workflows to real-time resource
management, ONE Discovery will track
and store the most frequently relevant
data across all cases, leveraging previous
investments/spend/effort. With all your
ESI in a single repository, companies have
reduced eDiscovery spend and time to
review. Let ONE Discovery deliver your
organization from costly eDiscovery and
data spend with agile, iterative solutions
that help in house teams run more
efficiently and effectively.
ONE Discovery is the ONE Solution
to reduce your organization’s total
eDiscovery spend. We are the only
solution built to warehouse litigation
data at scale and provide on-demand
capabilities and world-class security.
Let ONE Discovery bring success to your
In House Legal Department.
For more use cases and a demonstration
of what we can do for you, Contact
sales@onediscovery.com to learn
more.

onediscovery.com/masterrepository
sales@onediscovery.com

